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a b s t r a c t

Strategies in Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine are often based on the use of biomaterials
able to support and control cellular activity. Two aspects should be considered in the development of
high performance bioinstructive biomaterials. (i) The inherent complexity associated with the multiple
possibilities in the biomaterials/cells selection, usually addressed using high-throughput combinatorial
tests; and (ii) the unpredictability of the biological outcome of a particular solution. The last facet
requires a rational decomposition of the main spatial and temporal cues at the cellular level that drive
new-tissue formation upon injury, to be then transposed into adequate biomaterials’ design. Several
nano/micro-technologies may be used to process biomaterials with different shapes and sizes,
permitting to engineer biomimetic and hierarchical biomedical devices. As a particular case study, the
layer-by-layer assembly method is suggested as a versatile and robust framework to formulate
multifunctional and tunable polymer-based biomaterials able to address this exercise of deconstruction
and reconstruction.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Key strategies in regenerative medicine rely on the combination of
cells with a biodegradable matrix that could support the right cellular
activity by emulating central molecular and structural features of the
extracellular matrix (ECM). Biodegradable biomaterials have been
recognised for a long time to have a pivotal role in the field of tissue
engineering (TE), as they could act as temporary biomimetic supports
to maintain cell viability and control cellular behaviour [1,2]. To
provide the right signals to cells, biomaterials should carry complex
information coded in their physical and chemical structures [3].
Although important generic relationships between biomaterials char-
acteristic and the corresponding biological outcome have been
already established, such correlative process is still quite empirical
and unpredictable. As it will be explored further, a critical intellectual
step in biomaterials development for TE is to recognise: (i) the
inherent convolution of the multi-variables that can feed the design
of such devices (complexity) and; (ii) the absolute need to test any
promising solution using adequate models to assess its therapeutic
potential (unpredictability).

Traditionally, biomaterials development for TE has been based on
trial and error assessments, during which relevant clues could be
empirically hinted on how architecture and physicochemical proper-
ties of devices could influence the performance of different cell types –
for example: the correlation between wettability and both protein
adsorption and cell fate [4]; or the importance of pore intercon-
nectivity and pore size in cell colonisation in 3D scaffolds [5].
Consistent progression in the field should include methodologies
that could rationalise both complexity and unpredictability in
biomaterials research. Two distinct methodologies could be
considered.

The first one relies on the development of high-throughput
methodologies to establish quantitative correlations between a great
number of distinct materials and the corresponding biological
behaviour [6,7]. High-throughput screening could be seen as an
extension of the low-content analysis that has been recurrently
used. From the miniaturisation of biomaterials’ structures and the
employment of adequate characterisation tools it has been possible
to analyse massive combinations of materials, by exploring para-
meters such as macromolecular chemistry, wettability, topography,
or mechanical properties. Multiple solutions of organising biomater-
ials to be tested have been proposed for such analysis, usually in the
form of arrays or gradients. We developed a platform based on
superhydrophobic substrates exhibiting patterned wettable spots
to support 3D biomaterials for both in-vitro [8,9] and in-vivo [10]
high-throughput screening. High-throughput methodologies permit
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to work under reduced a priori assumptions because any possible
combination will be considered as equally valid as the others before
the testing. Using adequate statistical tools to analyse the data
it is possible to infer on general trends and cross-dependencies
between variables, that could be useful in the development of new
biomaterials [11].

Another approach is to start with some initial presumptions
especially derived from fundamental evidences on how cells inter-
act with the native milieu, in particular during tissue formation or
remodelling. In this context it is relevant to understand how cells are
embedded and function in this specialised complex environment, also
called niches, that encompass ECM organisation at different length
scales and involves multi-cellular spatio-temporal signalling processes
[12]. The full picture of how this choreography takes place is far from
being understood. However there are a variety of specific elements
that revealed recognised importance and that could be decoupled to
be investigated in a more modular and rationale form. This Feature
Letter intends to recapitulate the major aspects that worth to be
deconstructed from the convoluted niche and be explored towards
the engineering of biomimetic regenerative environments.

The organisation of this Letter starts by exposing the most relevant
factors that should be considered in biomaterials design, evidencing
the fact that this exercise should go beyond the simple reproduction
of the structure of native tissues. Then a section reflects on generic
considerations concerning the choice of biomaterials and their proce-
ssing at different scales and dimensional levels. Finally a specific
section highlights the particular possibility of using layer-by-layer
assembly as a fabrication toolbox of building blocks that could trans-
pose the design principles into devices for TE.

2. Relevant factors in the design of biomaterials

Tissues and organs are complex and hierarchically organised (see
scheme in Fig. 1A). Artificial systems cannot reproduce this complex
structure. Nevertheless many general physiological functions and
characteristics have been replicated in order to develop implantable
biomaterials for replacement strategy proposes. Historical examples
are orthopaedic implants with mechanical properties matching
those of bone [13] or biomaterials for cardiovascular application
with non-fouling interfacial properties [14]. In TE, biomaterials
constitute an in-vitro alternative of the ECM, but in this case the
design of such three-dimensional template does not need to match
compulsory the entire structural organsation of the native tissue; it
should rather provide the structural and instructive framework over
which seeded or recruited cells can build by themselves the final
functional tissue. For example, in native tissues cells are tightly
entrenched within a dense macromolecular environment. Strategies
using porous scaffolds should opt to another internal architecture for
cell colonisation as it is well know that such structures should
exhibit interconnected pores with sizes considerably higher than
those of cells [5]. Other practical aspects should be considered in
biomaterials design that are not observable in real tissues. For
example, stimuli-responsive biomaterials may be used in TE [15],
in order to produce injectable systems, substrates able to control cell
attachment depending on temperature, or even scaffolds with shape
memory triggered by hydration [16]. Moreover, it is known that ECM
is continuously remodelling over time, but in synthetic counterparts
the overall degradation of the biomaterial follows typically another
dynamics, controlled mainly by the balance between the loss of
mechanical properties and the increase of robustness due to new
tissue formation [17].

Deciphering the role of particular topographic, physical and
chemical/biochemical facets taking place in a cell's niche has
emerged as a modern paradigm to develop biomaterials aiming
regenerating tissues. Fig. 1B present some of such important

features, recognised by many authors [18,19], and how they could
be reproduced in biomaterials and culturing conditions. The decon-
struction of these essential biophysical and structural elements can
be reproduced synthetically by the correct design of biomaterials-
based scaffolds that could be then used as frameworks for simplified
in vitro niches. Compromises should be assumed as many distinct
elements are correlated and their disconnection may lead to the loss
of bioactive effects. Moreover, the main difficulty of such approach is
to know how that piecewise information obtained from the studies
of the different deconstructed elements could be gathe-
red in order maximise the bio-instructive potential of a device. A
possible way to overcome this problem is to proceed with partial
“reconstructions” of the previously analysed elements (i.e. the ratio-
nale assembly/integration of relevant biomaterials’ elements into a
macroscopic device) and make new in vitro tests, which could be
also supported by high-throughput analysis. The last section high-
lights that important biomaterials components that could help in
cell attachment and proliferation could be organised (“reconstruc-
tion” step) using layer-by-layer assembly.

3. Formulating biomaterials for tissue engineering

The fundamental information discussed in the last section should
be then integrated in the pipeline of biomaterials’ preparation that
generically includes three steps: (i) synthesis/compounding, (ii) fabri-
cation/assembling and (iii) modification. Researchers have usually
sought assistance from chemistry to deal with the first topic. In the
last 20 years strong efforts have been devoted to the preparation and
use of different macromolecules, either synthetic [20] or natural-based
[21], as structural building blocks in TE, often based on biomaterials
previously proposed for other biomedical applications. Especially for
bone TE, polymers have been also combined with inorganic elements,
such as bioactive nanoparticles [22], that could be seen as a simple
deconstruction of the composite nature of bone tissue. New biomater-
ials have been designed specifically for TE, by including, for example,
the essential bioactive molecules found in the ECM using different
strategies: by compounding native ECM proteins in the formulation;
by introducing relevant aminoacids sequences in synthetic polymers
through recombinant technologies or; by designing and combining
with macromolecules simplified synthetic mimics able to reproduce
the functional elements of ECM molecules [3].

Besides chemistry, physical aspects related to shape and size
should be also considered in the fabrication or assembling processes
[23]. The latest developments in the field of nano/micro-technologies
enable processing polymers with a variety of shapes and covering all
length-scales – see Fig. 2. “0-dimensional” structures (Fig. 2A–C), as a
simplistic extrapolation of points, can be considered as spherical
objects, including capsules and solid particles, that have been used in
TE as delivery systems of bioactive agents or as structures or
building-blocks to support cell attachment [24]. By far, the most
usual “1-dimensional” nano-structures (Fig. 2D) are the fibres pre-
pared by electrospinning, widely used as building blocks to fabricate
artificial ECM matrices for TE [25]. Microfluidics are used to produce
versatile micro-sized fibres [26] (Fig. 2E) and, for example, wet-
spinning permits to process fibres with larger calibre [27] (Fig. 2F).
For the case of two-dimensional nanostructures thin or multilayered
nanostructured (see next section) coatings or films have been
proposed (Fig. 2G). 2D systems have been also produced with
micro-size thicknesses or as surfaces with well-defined topographies
or patterns [28] (Fig. 2H). 2D elements can be geometrically rear-
ranged to present higher scale structures (Fig. 2I). Self-assembled
nanostructures are obtained either using low-molecular weight
molecules or macromolecules, and can be used to encapsulate cells
or as instructive three-dimensional biomaterials [29] (Fig. 2J). Micro-
sized hydrogel building blocks may be assembled permitting
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obtaining larger andmore complex structures (Fig. 2K) using bottom-
up strategies [30]. Macro-scale porous structures or hydrogels
(Fig. 2L) may be directly produced using a variety of techniques,
constituting the most common way to produce devices for TE.

Elements shown in Fig. 2 may be combined across length-
scales or dimension. As an example of traversing the vertical axis,
magnetic nanoparticles were incorporated into microcapsules that
were then integrated into mm-sized liquefied capsules coated with
natural-based polyelectrolytes, in order to prepared compartmentalised
multi-functional hierarchical structures [31]. Another example, now
crossing the horizontal axis of Fig. 2, is the use of bioactive nanopar-
ticles (0D) that were incorporated into electrospun nanofibers (1D) to

produce thin non-woven films (2D) for bone TE [32]. Those are
representative illustrations on how modern technologies, for example
using thermal and solvent-basedmethodologies, may be use to process
biomaterials that could capture relevant elements to meet specific
practical specifications for a given TE strategy. In the next section a
particular fabrication methodology will be highlighted.

Relevant aspects of the stem cell niche are presented in Fig. 1B,
that have inspired researchers to develop biomimetic models for TE
[12]. It is important to emphasise that the steady scenario of healthy
tissues is not the ideal model to be reproduced when we intend to
stimulate regeneration and new tissue formation. Lessons can be
taken from, at least, two distinct situations: (i) during injury/trauma,

Fig. 1. A: General rationalisation of combining biomaterials and cells in tissue engineering. B: Native cellular nano/micro-environment, evidencing the most important
factors affecting cellular behaviour and the corresponding strategies to implement them through biomaterials’ design.

Dimension 

Size 

0D 1D 2D 3D 

nm 

µm

mm 

Fig. 2. Development of biomaterials according to the dimension and size. A, B, C: Spherical objects may be processed as nano- (A) or micro-(B) particles or capsules, or
fabricated with higher sizes (C). D, E, F: One-dimensional structures fabricated as nano, micro, and macro-fibres. G: Two-dimension thin or nanostructured films. H: micro-
patterned or micro-textured substrates. I: 2D films may be arranged in thicker or higher-scale objects. J: three-dimensional nanofibrilar hydrogels obtained by self-assembly.
K: micro-scale tissues used as building blocks to produce complex structures. L: traditional porous scaffolds.
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the niche loose his basal equilibrium and cells are exposed to special
complex spatio-temporal biochemical signals to direct migration,
proliferation and differentiation towards local healing or (ii) during
embryonic development, where complex and vascularised tissues
and organs are formed from potent biological precursors. It is of
major importance to understand the specific factors that drives the
two abovementioned processes. Among these factors, an important
aspect is to control stem cell differentiation, that has been tradi-
tionally focused on the delivery of soluble bioactive morphogens.
However, much more studies will be needed to instruct biomaterials
not only to support normal cellular activity but also to stimulate a
true regenerative process. Of special significance will be the colla-
borative efforts that engineers should undertake together with stem
cell and developmental biologists.

4. Layer-by-layer to produce controllable constructions for TE

Many technologies have been used to transpose biomaterials
design principles into devices for TE. In this section the particular
case of layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is presented as a versatile tool
to fabricate temporary matrices with tuned structural and functional
features. LbL is based on the sequential adsorption of at least two
distinct materials onto substrates. Usually electrostatic forces have
been the major interactions explored in the assembling process, but
many other others could be used, including hydrogen bonds, hydro-
phobic interactions, covalent bonds or host-guest interactions [33].
LbL assembly is a simple, inexpensive, efficient, and highly versatile
method to modify surfaces, including non-flat substrates, and fabri-
cate nanostructured (natural or synthetic) polymeric thin films or
nanocomposites with tailored structural and functional properties.
In the last two decades, this technique has been used to pro-
duce substrates for a variety of biomedical applications, in particular
for TE [34]. Most of the objects shown in Fig. 2 could be produced
using (or integrating) this technology. Three representative exam-
ples from our group are shown in Fig. 3, that highlight the potential
of multilayered-based biomaterials in deconstructing important
aspects from native cellular environments:

Fig. 3A - Multilayers containing combinations of distinct carra-
geenans (bearing different densities of sulphate groups), chitosan
and alginate were developed to prepare highly organised nano-
structured films exposing distinct relative amounts of –COOH, –NH2

and –SO3H groups, that also exist in the proteoglycans-fraction of the
ECM. Depending on the assembled biopolymers, cultured osteoblast-
like cells could exhibit distinctive behaviour, including different
biomineralisation ability [35].

Fig. 3B – Liquified capsules, protected by a shell produced using
LbL, are able to compartmentalise adherent cells by including in
the interior solid microparticles to provide surface anchorage
points for cells [36,37]. The system can act as a true microbior-
eactor, offering a controlled microenvironment separated by a
permselective frontier with the outside milieu.

Fig. 3C – Highly porous scaffolds formed entirely with
polymeric multilayers offer well-regulated biointerfaces to con-
trol cellular behaviour [38,39]. Hierarchical porous devices have
been also suggested by integrating nano/micro-fibrilar struc-
tures generated using LbL into the pores of pre-processed
scaffolds [40].

It is clear from these examples that LbL permits achieving high
degrees of functionalisation and geometrical complexity. Moreover,
the possibility of fabricating thin films with nanometric scale
control over their internal structure turns LbL as a suitable instru-
ment to deconstruct many particular features of the cell niche
programmed for regeneration. Some aspects normally associated
with the native cellular microenvironment will be enumerated, and
(using the symbol “o¼4”) confronted with characteristics con-
nected with the LbL processing method:

– The ECM is formed through self-assembly with minimal energy
input o¼4 in LbL also bottom-up assembling is employed
under mild (aqueous-based) conditions and involving weak
molecular interactions.

– Cellular environment is hierarchically organised o¼4 LbL
permits to produce nanostratified building block elements that
can be assembled into larger-scale structures. As different
molecular arrangements may be found within the layers, it is
possible to assume that this technique permits to have struc-
tural control from the molecular up to the macro-scale level.

– The niche is “information-rich” o¼4 multilayers may be
produced using a variety of biomaterials (including polymers
and inorganic nano-objects) that can be disposed at will during
its construction and may be used as reservoirs of distinct
bioactive molecules. Moreover, post-processing can be done,
such as cross-linking or surface chemical modifications.

1mm 100 µm 500 µm

Fig. 3. A: osteoblast-like cells cultured into nanostructured multilayered films (see scheme) prepared using sulphated and aminated polysaccharides (image adapted from
the work of ref. [29]). B: Hierarchical liquefied capsules (see scheme) containing solid micro-particles for cell attachment and coated with a multilayered shell (image
adapted from the work of ref. [31]). C: Highly porous scaffold (see scheme) fabricated using layer-by-layer over a template of free-packed leachable particles (image adapted
from the work of ref. [32]).
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– Depending on the specific tissue, the ECM is normally produced
in a reproducible manner o¼4 by controlling parameters
such as pH, polyelectrolytes concentration and ionic strength
multilayers may be built-up with precise and reproducible
nano-architecture and thickness.

5. Conclusions

Knowledge from the deconstruction of relevant elements asso-
ciated with the organisation and functioning of the native cellular
microenvironment can be transposed to support the design of
synthetic polymer-based elements for the fabrication of biomater-
ials’ devices to be used in tissue engineering. Biomaterials should be
processed into suitable structures, which do not need necessarily to
be the conventional porous three-dimensional scaffolds. It was
shown that layer-by-layer constitutes an adequate framework to
engineer biomimetic regenerative environments, starting from the
assembly of nano-organised multilayers.
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